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Leanan has noted the API report of the continuing drop in US oil demand. It would be wrong, I
believe, to explain this purely by reference to the increased efficiency of vehicles now on the road,
nor would it be realistic to expect that these changing conditions will result in a lowering of gas
prices.

To explain the rationale behind these thoughts requires reference to two sets of data. The most
potent is the behavior of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), but before discussing their actions
the story begins with the changes in the miles travelled reports that are issued by the Federal
Highway Administration each month. Driven by a comment on recent versions of that plot, it is
worth revisiting the summary of the rolling total of miles travelled in the United States, with the
October 2012 plot being the last available.

Figure 1. 12 month rolling total of miles driven on all roads in the United States (FHWA)

It should be noted that this is not the amount of fuel used, but rather the distance travelled, and
thus in itself this does not reflect any changes in vehicle performance because of the increased
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efficiency of their engines.

And while there does not appear to be any great difference between the numbers for 2011 and
2012 when broken down by month for rural and urban travel, they both lie below the values for
2010.

Figure 2. Travel on US Urban Highways by Month (FHWA)

Figure 3. Travel on US Rural Highways by month (FHWA)

This shows that folk are actually driving less than they have previously, which may be reflective
of the current economic condition when combined with the high price for gasoline in relative
historic terms. One can compare these curves with the demand for gasoline from This Week in
Petroleum, though this has data through the end of the year and a slightly different lower scale
range.
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Figure 4. Demand for gasoline in the United States (EIA TWIP)

Demand for gasoline, as with miles travelled, seems relatively equivalent for data for 2011 and
2012. The demand for ethanol, on the other hand, seems to be significantly less, assuming
production matches that demand.

Figure 5. Production of fuel ethanol in the United States (EIA TWIP)

OPEC take a keen interest in those activities that impact the demand for oi lin the United States,
and in their latest Monthly Oil Market Report (MOMR) have plotted the variation in oil price
with miles driven:
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Figure 6. US mileage plotted against the retail price of gasoline (OPEC January MOMR)

Driven by increased demands for vehicular fuel, OPEC anticipates continued growth in domestic
demand for oil, both in the Middle East and in Latin America.

Figure 7. Increase in domestic oil demand in the Middle East over 2012 and 2013. (OPEC
January MOMR)

Figure 8. Anticipated growth in domestic demand in Latin America (OPEC MOMR)

Both of these tables feed into and support the position that Westexas has discussed in regard to
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the drop in available exports of oil in the coming years.

OPEC is not expecting to increase production in the coming year, but rather expects that increase
in demand will be met by production growth from the non-OPEC nations with numbers similar to
those discussed earlier. And as noted, most of that production growth is expected to come from
America.

The report confirms that OPEC and particularly Saudi Arabia is willing to cut production when
demand falls, so that price levels are sustained. As in previous months, the numbers showing
production differ when the reports come from the countries themselves in contrast with reports
from secondary sources.

Figure 9. OPEC crude production as reported directly. (OPEC MOMR)

There are significant drops in production reported for Iraq, Libya, Nigeria, and Saudi Arabia so
that the reported drop in production comes close to 1 mbd. There is not quite the same amount of
sacrifice evident in the numbers from secondary sources.

Figure 10. OPEC crude production as reported from secondary sources (OPEC MOMR)

Overall production is down only around 500 kbd, with almost all of that being a reduction from
Saudi Arabia. The difference between the production numbers from Nigeria (they report cutting
production 120 kbd while others report they have increased production 136 kbd) are perhaps
indicative of some of the problems that exist within the OPEC organization when they try and
balance the supply:demand equation.
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However, given that KSA is willing to do the heavy lifting, it seems likely that prices will continue
at their current levels despite any changes in American production levels.

 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
3.0 United States License.
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